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Landscape Assessment of Potential Development Sites within the 

parish of Brailes  

 

1.0 The Commission 

1.1 In February 2016 Warwickshire County Council Landscape Architects were appointed 

by Brailes & Winderton Neighbourhood Development Plan Steering Group to 

undertake a landscape assessment of potential development sites within the parish.   

The survey is based on those areas identified in red on the plan on page 3 (Call for 

Sites and Where to Build preferences) which was derived from a public consultation 

event in January 2016.  The landscape assessment includes zones previously covered 

by the 2012 Stratford Landscape Sensitivity Study for Brailes 

(https://www.stratford.gov.uk/planning/landscape-sensitivity-study-2012.cfm) and 

one site within the ‘urban’ setting.  The primary purpose of this assessment was to 

see if the landscape sensitivity had changed since the Stratford study was carried 

out.   

1.2 The following Land Cover Parcels were revisited; Br_01, Br_04, Br_08 and Br_09.  A 

small plot within the ‘urban’ setting was also surveyed. 

1.3 The aim of this study was to provide an analysis of landscape character for the above 

mentioned zones, identifying areas of low, moderate and high quality. 

1.4 The landscape assessment comprises: 

(a) further refinement of the Land Cover Parcels based on a field exercise to 

gather information on verification of character, condition, function, 

tranquillity and visual quality; 

 (b) site specific analysis on the above information, and 

(c) suggested mitigation should part of a zone have the capacity to 

accommodate some development. 

1.5 The Land Cover Parcels are referred to as ‘zones’ in this report and are shown on the 

map titled ‘Brailes (Upper & Lower) Landscape Sensitivity to Housing Development’ 

in the 2012 Stratford Landscape Sensitivity Study.  It should be noted that only 

publically accessible routes / footpaths have been used to carry out the field survey.  

Information on each zone has been set out in the Appendix in numerical order.  

Representative photographs of each zone are included after the written notes.   
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2.0 Methodology 

2.1 The methodology used for the ‘Landscape Sensitivity & Ecological & Geological 

Study’ undertaken for Warwick District Council in 2013 was broadly followed for this 

assessment. (http://www.warwickdc.gov.uk/downloads/file/1549/appendix_7_-

_landscape_sensitivity_and_ecological_and_geological_study) 

2.2 The first step in this study has been to use the information available to us to extend 

the initial Land Cover Parcel (LCP) analysis.  The  ‘zones’  have been assessed on site 

using a standard checklist taking into account physical characteristics, visibility, the 

settlement edge and potential receptors.  Each ‘zone’ report includes a site 

description within the context of the overall LCP followed by more detailed field 

notes. 

2.3 The focus for this landscape sensitivity assessment is on identifying the landscape 

value lost from potential development.  Although this means we have concentrated 

on individual fields these have been assessed in the context of the zone as a whole. 
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Zone          Br_01               Settlement:     Lower Brailes       Parish:   Brailes 

 
Site description                
Field reference number 154 was covered within zone Br_01 of the 2012 Stratford Landscape 
Sensitivity Study.  It comprises a gently sloping field of pasture set within part of the gently 
undulating valley to the south of Lower Brailes.  It has surviving ridge and furrow that is 
more markedly visible beyond the intersection of two public footpaths.  The field can be 
reached via either of these two public footpaths from the edge of the village, which lead 
through a surviving small scale pattern of pastoral fields before crossing Sutton Brook.  An 
alternative route is via a rural lane - Cow Lane.  The lack of tree cover creates a very open 
landscape with views to the south of the wider countryside and to the north of the village 
church set within the small scale field pattern and viewed alongside other listed buildings 
within the Conservation Area.   
 
The Stratford Sensitivity Study highlights the smaller pastoral fields with some ridge and 
furrow which penetrate into the settlement.  This field contributes to the rural setting of the 
village and is the last remaining tract of land within the immediate area that achieves this 
visual link between the village and the countryside. 
 
 
Potential for housing / commercial development         
Because the field contributes to the rural setting of the village in terms of the views of the 
Church and Conservation Area appreciated from within the field, and its physical 
connectivity between the village and the wider countryside, any development is 
inappropriate.  Therefore the landscape sensitivity for this part of the zone has been revised 
to high. 
 
Landscape characteristics         (DESK TOP) as Br_01 

LDU Level    COTSWOLD FRINGE 
Physiographic                                 
Ground type    soft rock & valleys  
Landcover    pastoral farmlands 
Settlement pattern   village & estate farms 
Cultural sensitivity   - 
Ecological sensitivity   - 
Visual sensitivity   - 
 
Land Cover Parcel data 
Landscape / planning 
Green Belt      Parks, Gdns & Amenity Green Spaces □     Ancient woodland □   TPO YES 
unknown 
 
Biodiversity 
SSSI □ Local Wildlife Sites □   Warks Wildlife Trust Reserves □ 
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Historic /archaeology 
Cons. Area □    SAMS □      Historic Parks / Gdns □  Listed Blgs □    Registered Battlefield □ 
 
Other  
Flood   -       
      
Characteristics 
Landform         lower stream valley gentle slopes 
Land use          arable 
 
Field boundaries           (FIELD SURVEY) 
Type             Hedgerows       
Species        Thorn       
Condition      Redundant    
Mgmt                 Trimmed  
 
Hedge /stream trees 
Extent               Infrequent  
Age structure   Mixed age 
 
Other trees       
Extent               n/a 
Age structure  n/a 
 
Patch survival  
Extent               Relic 
Mgmt                - 
 
Ecological corridors 
Condition         Declining 
  
Intensity of use 
Impact              Moderate 
 
Pattern 
Settlement pattern        The field helps to create a positive settlement edge to the 

village Conservation Area. 
Other built features      - 
Presence of water         - 
Scale                                 Medium                                            
Sense of enclosure        Open 
Diversity                        Simple 
 
Skyline 
Rising ground within the site gives rise to a slightly more prominent skyline when viewed 
from Cow Lane. 
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Key views          
Views to the north from this site are of the Conservation Area and are dominated by the 
landmark feature of the church.  Views in other directions are framed by the rising ground 
of Brailes Hill and Mine Hill, with some longer distance views to the south.  
 
Intervisibility 
Site observation  Medium 
 
The site can be seen from the adjacent Conservation Area as well as higher land to the east, 
south and west. 
 
Tranquillity 
Noise sources: None   
Urban views: A positive settlement edge to the north including views of the 

Church within a small scale field pattern. 
Presence of people:      Infrequent 
 
Tranquillity rating:         High for this part of the zone. 
 
Functional relationship 
The site forms part of the wider farmed landscape and serves to link the remaining small 
pastoral fields that penetrate into the village with the wider landscape.  PRoWs and a 
stream also provide links to the wider area. 
 
Visual relationship 
The site forms part of the setting to the Conservation Area and visually links the small 
pastoral fields within the settlement to the wider countryside. 
 
Settlement edge 
A soft settlement edge which is indented, varied and broken up by vegetation. 
 
Key receptors     Sensitivity 
Urban residents    High 
PRoW      High 
Road users     Medium 
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View from intersection of PRoWs SS67 and SS71, looking north-east. 

 

 

 

View from intersection of PRoW SS67 and Cow Lane, looking south.
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Zone          Br_01               Settlement:     Lower Brailes       Parish:   Brailes 
 
Site description                
Field reference number 188 was covered within zone Br_01 of the 2012 Stratford Landscape 
Sensitivity Study.  It comprises a redundant field within part of the gently undulating valley 
to the south of Lower Brailes focused on the stream corridor.  The field is medium scale 
bounded by an overgrown hedgerow and ditch to the north, with filtered views into the site 
from Orchard Close, The Dovecote on Jeffs Close and from a field gate entrance off School 
Lane.  The recent development off Cows Lane on the south eastern edge will have clear 
views of the site, along with properties on School Lane and Orchard Close that are on 
slightly higher ground.   Any development should avoid the floodplain and enhance the 
stream corridor (Sutton Brook) and its link to the wider area.  
 
Potential for housing / commercial development         
The high / medium landscape sensitivity identified by the Stratford Landscape Sensitivity 
Study remains unchanged. 
 
Mitigation 
The eastern-most part of the site, which lies within the Conservation Area, should be 

retained as green open space to respect the setting of properties along School Lane.  

Enhance the stream corridor (Sutton Brook) and its link to the wider area. 

 
Landscape characteristics         (DESK TOP) as Br_01 

LDU Level    COTSWOLD FRINGE 
Physiographic                                 
Ground type    soft rock & valleys  
Landcover    pastoral farmlands 
Settlement pattern   village & estate farms 
Cultural sensitivity   - 
Ecological sensitivity   - 
Visual sensitivity   - 
 
Land Cover Parcel data 
Landscape / planning 
Green Belt      Parks, Gdns & Amenity Green Spaces □     Ancient woodland □   TPO □ 
unknown 
 
Biodiversity 
SSSI □ Local Wildlife Sites □,   Warks Wildlife Trust Reserves □ 
 
Historic /archaeology 
Cons. Area □    SAMS □      Historic Parks / Gdns □  Listed Blgs □    Registered Battlefield □ 
 
Other  
Flood   YES       
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Characteristics 
Landform         lower stream valley gentle slopes 
Land use          arable 
 
Field boundaries           (FIELD SURVEY) 
Type             Hedgerows       
Species        Thorn       
Condition      Redundant    
Mgmt                 Trimmed  
 
Hedge /stream trees 
Extent               Infrequent  
Age structure   Mixed age 
 
Other trees       
Extent               n/a 
Age structure  n/a 
 
Patch survival  
Extent               Relic 
Mgmt                - 
 
Ecological corridors 
Condition         Declining 
  
Intensity of use 
Impact              Moderate 
 
Pattern 
Settlement pattern        There is no settlement within zone, but the field is abutted by 

existing development to the north, east and west. 
Other built features      - 
Presence of water         Sutton Brook on western edge of field 
Scale                                 Medium                                            
Sense of enclosure        Framed 
Diversity                        Simple 
 
Skyline 
N/A 
 
Key views          
Views are of a medium sized field enclosed by vegetation. 
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Intervisibility 
Site observation  Low 
 
The site is relatively enclosed and views in are restricted by vegetation and adjacent 
properties, although it can be seen from Sutton Lane to the south-west. 
 
Tranquillity 
Noise sources: -  
Urban views: Settlement edge to the north, east and west. 
Presence of people:      Infrequent 
 
Tranquillity rating:         Medium for this part of the zone (due to proximity to existing 
settlement.) 
 
Functional relationship 
Due to surrounding development the site has become more or less detached from the wider 
farmed landscape.  Sutton Brook runs along the western edge and links to the wider area. 
 
Visual relationship 
The majority of the site is bounded by parts of the settlement outside the Conservation Area 
and therefore does not make a significant contribution to the setting or character of the 
Conservation Area. 
 
Settlement edge 
The adjacent settlement edge comprises predominantly modern development with a mix of 
building style and size. 
 
Key receptors     Sensitivity 
Urban residents    High 
PRoW      High 
Road users     Medium 
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View from Orchard Close, looking south-east. 
 
 
 

 
 
View from School Lane, looking south-west.
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Zone          Br_01               Settlement:     Lower Brailes       Parish:   Brailes 
 
Site description                
Field reference number 189 was covered within zone Br_01 of the 2012 Stratford Landscape 
Sensitivity Study.  It comprises part of the gently undulating valley to the south of Lower 
Brailes focused on the stream corridor.  The field is a medium scale arable field that slopes 
away from Sutton Lane towards the stream corridor to the east.  Hedgerow boundaries are 
trimmed and in relatively good condition but with infrequent hedge trees creating an open 
landscape with views to the church tower.  The existing edge to the settlement is visible to 
the north with little in the way of screening to soften the development.  New development 
to the west is partially screened by the roadside hedge and the properties being set back 
from the road.  Walkers were visible along a PRoW to the east.  This field has been identified 
as a possible development site within the Stratford Sensitivity Study provided that it 
“remains set down in the landscape, not breaching the minor rise to the south and has 
associated screen planting”.  Any development should avoid the floodplain and safeguard 
the stream corridor. 
 
Potential for housing / commercial development         
The high / medium landscape sensitivity identified by the Stratford Landscape Sensitivity 
Study remains unchanged. 
 
Mitigation 
This field has been identified as a possible development site within the Stratford Sensitivity 
Study provided that development “remains set down in the landscape, not breaching the 
minor rise to the south and has associated screen planting”.  Any development should avoid 
the floodplain and safeguard the stream corridor. 
 
 
Landscape characteristics         (DESK TOP) as Br_01 

LDU Level    COTSWOLD FRINGE 
Physiographic                                 
Ground type    soft rock & valleys  
Landcover    pastoral farmlands 
Settlement pattern   village & estate farms 
Cultural sensitivity   - 
Ecological sensitivity   - 
Visual sensitivity   - 
 
Land Cover Parcel data 
Landscape / planning 
Green Belt      Parks, Gdns & Amenity Green Spaces □     Ancient woodland □   TPO □ 
unknown 
 
Biodiversity 
SSSI □ Local Wildlife Sites □,   Warks Wildlife Trust Reserves □ 
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Historic /archaeology 
Cons. Area □    SAMS □      Historic Parks / Gdns □  Listed Blgs □    Registered Battlefield □ 
 
Other  
Flood   -       
      
Characteristics 
Landform         lower stream valley gentle slopes 
Land use          arable 
 
Field boundaries           (FIELD SURVEY) 
Type             Hedgerows       
Species        Thorn       
Condition      Redundant    
Mgmt                 Trimmed  
 
Hedge /stream trees 
Extent               Infrequent  
Age structure   Mixed age 
 
Other trees       
Extent               n/a 
Age structure  n/a 
 
Patch survival  
Extent               Localised 
Mgmt                 
 
Ecological corridors 
Condition         Declining 
  
Intensity of use 
Impact              Moderate 
 
Pattern 
Settlement pattern        There is no settlement within zone, but it is abutted by existing 

development to the north and west. 
Other built features      - 
Presence of water         Sutton Brook on eastern edge of field 
Scale                                 Medium                                            
Sense of enclosure        Open 
Diversity                        Simple 
 
Skyline 
This becomes more prominent on the higher ground towards Sutton lane. 
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Key views          
Views are of a medium scale farmed landscape with a backdrop oh hills beyond.  The 
settlement is visible and the church tower forms a prominent landmark.  Power lines are a 
minor detractor. 
 
Intervisibility 
Site observation  High 
 
Due to the rising ground and lack of vegetation the site is quite visible.   
 
Tranquillity 
Noise sources: Road noise.  
Urban views: Settlement edge to the north 
Presence of people:      Infrequent 
 
Tranquillity rating:         Medium for this part of the zone. 
 
Functional relationship 
The zone forms part of the wider farmed landscape. 
 
Visual relationship 
The zone links visually with the wider farmed landscape to the south and east. 
 
Settlement edge 
The development on Jeffs Close forms a hard edge with little vegetation to soften it.  New 
ribbon development to the west of Sutton Lane is softened to some extent by the retention 
of the existing roadside hedge. 
 
Key receptors     Sensitivity 
Urban residents    High 
PRoW      High 
Road users     Medium 
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View from field gate on Sutton Lane (by houses on Jeffs Close), looking east. 

 

 

 

View from field gate further along Sutton Lane, looking north-east.
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Zone          Br_04               Settlement:     Lower Brailes       Parish:   Brailes 
 
Site description                
Field reference numbers 221 to 222 were covered within zone Br_04 of the 2012 Stratford 
Landscape Sensitivity Study.  The fields comprise open farmland under arable cultivation on 
the north eastern edge of the village.  The fields are relatively flat, sloping only slightly 
towards a wooded stream course at the north western edge.  Hedgerow boundaries are 
trimmed and in relatively good condition, but infrequent hedgerow trees create an open 
landscape with views towards the commercial estate to the east and countryside to the 
north.  The existing edge to the settlement is immediately to the south of the public 
footpath PRoW SS52 and is defined by a high stone wall with gated access points.  Behind 
the wall are two listed buildings; the Presbytery to St. Peters and St. Pauls Roman Catholic 
Church and the Old Rectory Farmhouse attached to the Chapel and The Old Rectory Farm, 
which also lie within the village Conservation Area.  The land becomes increasingly urban 
towards the western edge of the site with the footpath becoming gravelled, the recent 
planting of a beech hedge against the post and rail fencing and a lamp column at the end 
leading onto Friars Lane.  The band of wooded vegetation following the stream corridor 
provides a link to the wider countryside.  There are views of St Georges Church with Castle 
Hill forming a backdrop from Salt Way Lane and from the eastern end of the public footpath. 
 
Potential for housing / commercial development         
The high landscape sensitivity identified by the Stratford Landscape Sensitivity Study 
remains unchanged for the majority of the zone, however field ref. nos. 221 and 222 could 
accommodate some housing development to bring the edge of the settlement in line with 
the commercial units on Salt Way Lane.  Therefore the sensitivity for this part of the zone 
only should be amended to high / medium.   
 
Mitigation 
Any development must not extend any further north or west in order to preserve the 
openness of the landscape and the setting of the church.  Development in field ref. 221 
should be of a lower density and sensitively designed to abut the village Conservation Area 
and preserve views of the church from Salt Way Lane.  The strong vegetation belt along the 
western edge of the site should be retained and enhanced with a landscape buffer planting 
between it and any new development.  There would also need to be a strong landscape 
buffer along the northern boundary, between any new development and the wider 
countryside.  The landscape buffers should be of native species only. 
 
 
 
Landscape characteristics         (DESK TOP) as Br_01 

LDU Level    COTSWOLD FRINGE 
Physiographic                                 
Ground type    soft rock vales & valleys  
Landcover    wet claylands 
Settlement pattern   pastoral farmlands 
Cultural sensitivity   - 
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Ecological sensitivity   - 
Visual sensitivity   - 
 
 
Land Cover Parcel data 
Landscape / planning 
Green Belt      Parks, Gdns & Amenity Green Spaces □     Ancient woodland □   TPO YES 
unknown 
 
Biodiversity 
SSSI □ Local Wildlife Sites YES,   Warks Wildlife Trust Reserves □ 
 
Historic /archaeology 
Cons. Area - adjacent to one    SAMS □      Historic Parks / Gdns □  Listed Blgs – 
adjacent to □    Registered Battlefield □ 
 
Other  
Flood   -       
      
Characteristics 
Landform         rowling lowland 
Land use          arable 
 
Field boundaries           (FIELD SURVEY) 
Type             Hedgerows       
Species        Thorn       
Condition      Redundant    
Mgmt                 Trimmed  
 
Hedge /stream trees 
Extent               Dense to scattered  
Age structure   Mixed age 
 
Other trees       
Extent               n/a 
Age structure  n/a 
 
Patch survival  
Extent               Relic 
Mgmt                 
 
Ecological corridors 
Condition         Declining 
  
Intensity of use 
Impact              High 
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Pattern 
Settlement pattern        There is no settlement within zone, but it is abutted by existing 

development to the south and commercial to the east. 
Other built features      - 
Presence of water         Sutton Brook on eastern edge of field 
Scale                                 Medium                                            
Sense of enclosure        Open 
Diversity                        Simple 
 
Skyline 
N/A 
 
Key views          
Views are of a medium sized arable field, framed by higher ground to the north, east and 
west and the settlement edge to the south.  The village of Winderton, with its church spire, 
can be seen to the north-east.  St. George’s Church, to the south-west of the site, is a 
landmark feature.  Commercial development to the east of the site is a detractor. 
 
Intervisibility 
Site observation  Medium 
 
The site is quite visible from the surrounding area although the settlement edge provides 
some screening from the south. 
 
Tranquillity 
Noise sources: Some background noise from the commercial development.  
Urban views: Settlement edge to the south and commercial development to 

the east. 
Presence of people:      Infrequent 
 
Tranquillity rating:         High for this part of the zone. 
 
Functional relationship 
The site forms part of the surrounding farmed landscape.  PRoW SS52 and the stream also 
provide links to the wider area. 
 
Visual relationship 
The site relates visually to the surrounding countryside. 
 
Settlement edge 
This is softened by vegetation.  The Conservation Area abuts the site in the south-west 
corner. 
 
Key receptors     Sensitivity 
Urban residents    High 
PRoW      High 
Road users     Medium 
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View from PRoW SS52 (near St. Peter & St. Paul’s RC Chapel), looking east. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
View from PRoW SS52 (near St. Peter & St. Paul’s RC Chapel), looking north. 
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Zone          Br_08               Settlement:     Lower Brailes       Parish:   Brailes 
 
Site description                
Field reference numbers 512, 513, 516, 517 and 422 were covered within zone Br_08 of the 
2012 Stratford Landscape Sensitivity Study.  They comprise part of the lower slopes of a 
small stream valley lying between Castle Hill to the east and Brailes Hill to the west.  
Collectively they read as part of this landscape and this is appreciated both within the zone 
and from Castle Hill.  Each field is small scale and is managed as pasture or arable with the 
exception of 513 which is wooded with semi-mature and mature ash and birch on slightly 
raised ground.  Hedges tend to be overgrown however there is evidence of recent 
management; willows have been coppiced and an area within plot 513 cleared.  There are 
open views from the B4035 where hedging has been replaced by fencing and from 
properties to the west that sit on higher ground.  The fields have small undulations 
suggesting former ridge and furrow and are in marked contrast to the level playing fields 
and arable farmland to the east.  The new development has retained and reinstated the 
hedgerow boundary on its northern edge.  Development along the B4035 to the west 
remains distinctly separate to development along the road to the east.  From this part of the 
zone you are not aware of the allotments and only occasional traffic was observed.  Field 
516 is a potential wildlife site with dense vegetation along the stream corridors.  The 
wooded area within plot 513 may also have potential wildlife / habitat value; a Red Kite was 
observed flying over this part of the zone.  Tranquillity here is high.   
 
Potential for housing / commercial development         
As it has not been possible to separate the fields and wooded area from each other and the 
contribution they make collectively to the zone the high landscape sensitivity identified by 
the Stratford Landscape Sensitivity Study remains unchanged. 
 
 
Landscape characteristics         (DESK TOP) as Br_08 

LDU Level    COTSWOLD FRINGE 
Physiographic                                 
Ground type    soft rock vales & valleys  
Landcover    wet claylands 
Settlement pattern   villages & estate farms 
Cultural sensitivity   - 
Ecological sensitivity   - 
Visual sensitivity   - 
 
Land Cover Parcel data 
Landscape / planning 
Green Belt      Parks, Gdns & Amenity Green Spaces □     Ancient woodland □   TPO □ 
unknown 
 
Biodiversity 
SSSI □ Local Wildlife Sites YES,   Warks Wildlife Trust Reserves □ 
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Historic /archaeology 
Cons. Area □    SAMS □      Historic Parks / Gdns □  Listed Blgs  YES   Registered Battlefield □ 
 
Other  
Flood   -       
      
Characteristics 
Landform         lower stream valley gentle slopes 
Land use           mixed farming 
 
Field boundaries           (FIELD SURVEY) 
Type             Hedgerows       
Species        Thorn       
Condition      Poor    
Mgmt                 Outgrown  
 
Hedge /stream trees 
Extent               Scattered  
Age structure   Mixed age 
 
Other trees       
Extent              Apparent 
Age structure Mixed age 
 
Patch survival  
Extent               Localised 
Mgmt               Traditional  
 
Ecological corridors 
Condition         Declining 
  
Intensity of use 
Impact              Moderate 
 
Pattern 
Settlement pattern        There is no settlement within zone, but it is abutted by small 

development to the south east and west. 
Other built features      - 
Presence of water         stream 
Scale                                 small - medium                                            
Sense of enclosure        framed 
Diversity                        diverse 
 
Skyline 
This is formed mainly by vegetation and surrounding landform beyond the zone, apart from 
field no. 422 which has a more prominent skyline as the ground starts to rise to the north. 
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Key views          
Views are of a small scale, pastoral landscape and are very rural in nature.  Castle Hill is a 
landmark feature in views to the north. 
 
Intervisibility 
Site observation  Medium 
 
Views to and from the settlement and views from Castle Hill. 
 
Tranquillity 
Noise sources: Background road noise – insignificant.   
Urban views: Some views of new development on settlement edge 
Presence of people:      Infrequent 
 
Tranquillity rating:         High for this part of the zone. 
 
Functional relationship 
The site forms part of the lower slopes of Castle Hill and its small scale pastoral character 
contrasts with the larger arable fields to the east.  PRoWs and a stream provide links to the 
wider area. 
 
Visual relationship 
The site strongly contributes to the setting of Upper Brailes and Castle Hill. 
 
Settlement edge 
This is discontinuous, with buildings of various age, and is well softened by vegetation. 
 
Key receptors     Sensitivity 
Urban residents    High 
PRoW      High 
Road users     Medium 
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View from intersection of PRoW SS52 with Castle Hill Lane, looking south-west. 

 

 

 

View from PRoW SS52 (western end near settlement edge), looking south-east.
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Zone          Br_09               Settlement:     Lower Brailes       Parish:   Brailes 
 
Site description                
Field reference number 545 was covered within zone Br_09 of the 2012 Stratford Landscape 
Sensitivity Study.  The field comprises part of the lower slopes of a small enclosed valley at 
the foot of Brailes Hill and is reached from common land via PRoW SS59.  The field and 
adjacent fields are managed as small paddocks separated by a mix of hedgerows and fences.  
There are scattered hedgerow / boundary trees close to the field entrance which together 
with the streamside trees to the west and south create a strong sense of enclosure.  Views 
along the PRoW are of the one field subdivided into paddocks, with filtered views of recent 
tree planting within the adjacent field that lies to the east of the site.  A tree belt almost 
completely screens individual properties to the south in the winter months.  The old chapel 
and adjacent properties immediately to the west form a distinct cluster of properties that 
front onto an unnamed lane, set back from the B4035 Road.   
 
Potential for housing / commercial development         
The Stratford Landscape Sensitivity Study indicates a high /medium sensitivity indicating 
that a small amount of development is appropriate within the zone.  It also states that 
housing is “generally inappropriate, either behind the chapel or filling in the gap along the 
B4035” as the site “contributes to the positive character of the settlement forming a green 
gap along the B4035 and a setting around the chapel and the green within the AONB”.  This 
would point to high sensitivity, therefore the sensitivity of this part of the zone should be 
amended accordingly. 
 
 
Landscape characteristics         (DESK TOP) as Br_09 

LDU Level    COTSWOLD FRINGE 
Physiographic                                 
Ground type    Wet claylands  
Landcover    Pastoral farmlands 
Settlement pattern   Village and estate farms 
Cultural sensitivity   - 
Ecological sensitivity   - 
Visual sensitivity   - 
 
Land Cover Parcel data 
Landscape / planning 
Green Belt      Parks, Gdns & Amenity Green Spaces □     Ancient woodland □   TPO □ 
unknown 
 
Biodiversity 
SSSI □ Local Wildlife Sites YES,   Warks Wildlife Trust Reserves □ 
 
Historic /archaeology 
Cons. Area □    SAMS □      Historic Parks / Gdns □  Listed Blgs □    Registered Battlefield □ 
Other  
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Flood   -       
      
Characteristics 
Landform         lower stream valley gentle slopes 
Land use           mixed farming 
 
Field boundaries           (FIELD SURVEY) 
Type             Hedgerows       
Species        Thorn       
Condition      Poor    
Mgmt                 Outgrown  
 
Hedge /stream trees 
Extent               Scattered /dense  
Age structure   Mixed age 
 
Other trees       
Extent              Apparent 
Age structure Mixed age 
 
Patch survival  
Extent               Localised 
Mgmt               Traditional  
 
Ecological corridors 
Condition         Declining 
  
Intensity of use 
Impact              Moderate 
 
Pattern 
Settlement pattern        There is no settlement within zone, but it is abutted by 

development to the south east and a distinct cluster of 
properties to the west. 

Other built features      - 
Presence of water         stream 
Scale                                 small - medium                                            
Sense of enclosure        enclosed 
Diversity                        diverse 
 
Skyline 
The site is surrounded by good tree cover and there is no prominent skyline. 
 
Key views          
Views are of a small to medium scale pastoral landscape enclosed by trees, with Brailes Hill 
forming a backdrop to the south-west.  The field has been subdivided with plastic post and 
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tape fencing which acts as a detractor.  Properties to the east and west are visible, including 
the old chapel, and power lines run through the site. 
 
Intervisibility 
Site observation  Low 
 
Views into the site are limited by vegetation and existing properties and by landform from 
further afield.  There is a glimpsed view in from the road. 
 
Tranquillity 
Noise sources:  Road traffic 
Urban views:  Adjacent properties and power lines 
Presence of people:       Infrequent 
 
Tranquillity rating:          Medium for this part of the zone 
 
Functional relationship 
The site relates to the wider farmed landscape and is part of the smaller scale field pattern 
around the lower slopes of Brailes Hill.  PRoW SS59 and Hen Brook also link to the wider 
area. 
 
Visual relationship 
The site contributes to the setting of the green as well as the old chapel. 
 
Settlement edge 
A discontinuous edge which is semi-rural in character, with buildings of various age. 
 
Key receptors     Sensitivity 
Urban residents    High 
PRoW      High 
Road users     Medium 
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View from PRoW SS59, looking south-west. 

 

 

 

View from PRoW SS59, looking south.
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Zone          Urban               Settlement:     Lower Brailes       Parish:   Brailes 
 
This site falls outside of the Land Cover Parcels that were surveyed within the parish of 
Brailes under the 2012 Stratford Landscape Sensitivity Study.  It is situated next to existing 
housing, a village green and the main road through the village and falls within the village 
Conservation Area.  It is in close proximity to listed buildings.  However, because of the 
zone’s urban classification landscape character assessment is not applicable and therefore 
we are unable to apply the landscape sensitivity methodology. 
 
Site description                
The site comprises part of the urban area to Lower Brailes and is defined by a mix of 
boundary types: low dry stone walling to the road frontage and hedgerow / fenced 
boundaries to adjacent properties, including a footpath access and a an area of treed open 
space (Village Green) to the east.  The plot is small scale and is immediately adjacent to, and 
visible from, the B4035 for a short section along the road.  Hedgerow boundaries are 
trimmed and of mixed condition with some fenced areas in between.  Although there are no 
hedgerow trees, there are trees within the plot creating a framed backdrop to the site.  A 
section of damaged stone walling permits views of individual plots from the B4035.    
 
Potential for housing / commercial development         
The site reads as part of the village environment and could be developed for housing 
provided that the new house(s) are sensitively designed, taking account of the village green 
and neighbouring dwellings including listed buildings and their settings.   
 
Mitigation 
Any development should be set back from the roadside to visually tie in with neighbouring 
properties and retain and reinstate the hedgerows on the east and west site boundaries and 
respect the village Conservation Area. 
 
 
Landscape / planning 
Green Belt      Parks, Gdns & Amenity Green Spaces □     Ancient woodland □   TPO □ 
unknown 
 
Biodiversity 
SSSI □ Local Wildlife Sites □,   Warks Wildlife Trust Reserves □ 
 
Historic /archaeology 
Cons. Area YES    SAMS □      Historic Parks / Gdns □  Listed Blgs □    Registered 
Battlefield □ 
 
Other  
Flood   -       
      
Characteristics 
Landform         relatively flat 
Land use          allotments 
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Field boundaries           (FIELD SURVEY) 
Type             Hedgerows       
Species        Thorn       
Condition      Redundant    
Mgmt                 Trimmed  
 
Hedge /stream trees 
Extent               Insignificant  
Age structure   n/a 
 
Other trees       
Extent               Apparent 
Age structure  Mixed 
 
Patch survival  
Extent               n/a 
Mgmt                n/a 
 
Ecological corridors 
Condition         n/a 
  
Intensity of use 
Impact              n/a 
 
Pattern 
Settlement pattern        The site is abutted by existing development to the west and 

south. 
Other built features      - 
Presence of water         - 
Scale                                 Small                                            
Sense of enclosure        Framed 
Diversity                        Simple 
 
Skyline 
- 
Key views          
Views are of the settlement.  The church tower is a landmark feature. 
 
Intervisibility 
Site observation  Low 
 
Due to its location within the settlement, views in to the site are limited. 
 
Tranquillity 
Noise sources: Road noise.  
Urban views: Settlement edge to the west. 
Presence of people:      Unknown 
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Tranquillity rating:         Low 
 
Functional relationship 
The site forms part of the urban setting to the village. 
 
Visual relationship 
The site is a transition between the houses and adjacent area of open space. 
 
Settlement edge 
The site lies within the Conservation Area. 
 
Key receptors     Sensitivity 
Urban residents    High 
Road users     Medium 
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       View from the green at the road junction, looking west (photo supplied) 

 

            View from B4035 High Street, looking south-east (photo supplied)
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